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A major thesis of the Becht-Miller book on factual causation is that since causation is a factual issue, "courts should not pass to the consideration of values until they have exhausted the possibilities of answering the question of fact—in short, until they know either what the fact was or know that they do not know and why they do not know." The authors take issue with Professor Malone who advocates mixing factual and evaluative considerations in determining cause in fact, or at least contends that the two are inseparably bound together in the factfinding process.

The Becht-Miller thesis raises two major questions. First, can we really identify cause in fact as something separate from our own value judgments, which are so critical in determining proximate or legal cause? And second, is it likely to make a difference in legal outcome whether we follow the Becht-Miller approach or the Malone approach?

The authors' answer to the first question is disarmingly simple. They assume "that men have some true knowledge of causal sequences in the world," and that our reasoning on the subject corresponds with "common sense ideas of the events of ordinary life." Thus, dropping a book on one's foot causes injury whether the book is blue or red, and therefore the color of the book is not a cause of the injury; but shaking a door causes vibrations even though the effect may completely dissipate within a matter of minutes.

Perhaps we intuitively know such things in much the way Kant perceived his human maxims. But the authors' answer to Professor Ma-
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lone on this point is not completely satisfactory. Malone contends that persons perceive different causes of an event depending on their perspective, e.g., as a neighbor, engineer, physicist, judge, or doctor. 8 Becht and Miller concede this, but respond that all of these perceptions may be factually correct. Most events have many actual causes, and 

"[t]he fact that a person selects a cause for reasons of his own does not make cause evaluative." 9

The authors neatly avoid joining issue with Professor Malone by concluding that all of the alleged causes are factual causes. Malone’s hypothetical is that of a young driver whose speeding car throws a rock into a pedestrian. Becht and Miller assert that a neighbor might view the driver’s parents as the cause. 10 But is this because they, knowing he was a reckless driver, allowed him to drive or simply because they bred and raised him? John Donne’s statement, “[a]ny man’s death diminishes me, because I am involved in Mankinde,” 11 is a noble pronouncement, but it hardly corresponds with our common sense knowledge of causal sequences any more than does calling parents the cause of their child’s conduct simply because they are parents.

If we possess common sense knowledge of causal sequences, why should there be any disagreement whether one event is the cause of another? The answer must be that some of us are more perceptive than others. But is not the determination of perceptiveness evaluative, thus rendering the causal determination evaluative also?

The parallel series approach demonstrates the problem of determining factual cause. Becht and Miller initially use this approach to determine whether an omission 12 is the factual cause of an event. If the event would not happen when the omitted act is supplied, they treat the omission as causal; but if the event would happen even after the omission is supplied, they treat it as noncausal. 13 For example, if a hurricane blows down an unbraced tree, but the tree would have blown down even if braced, the failure (i.e., omission) to brace the tree is not a
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cause. The parallel series analysis also applies to acts. If the event would not happen when the act is omitted, the act is causal; but if the event would happen even after the act is omitted, it is noncausal. Thus, if an overloaded cable and pulley break, but would have broken even if properly loaded, the act of overloading is not a cause of the breakage.

In contrast, in discussing the famous "two-fires-combining" situation, the authors say: "Of course, if the defendant's fire actually caused the harm it would make no difference under our assumptions that the other fire would have produced the same harm even in precise detail." They probably would find causation here, although they might reduce damages to reflect the diminished value of the burned property in view of its impending destruction by the other fire. Similarly, they would find causation in the shake of a door even if "precisely the same combinations would have occurred without the shake. . . ." If the parallel series analysis applies to some situations but not others, the distinctions are unclear.

Professor Green's principal criticism of the Becht-Miller approach is directed at their insistence that "the causal relation must be found between the segment of defendant's conduct that is negligent and the victim's injury." Green's criticism is difficult to comprehend if one is basing liability on negligence. As to strict liability, the analysis of factual causation is more complex because the inquiry is not restricted to the negligent segment of the conduct, but is broadened to consider defendant's conduct at large. This analysis resembles Green's
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approach to causation in negligence cases. So, for example, the authors say that "in the vast majority of cases a principal's acts are simple causes of his agent's torts and a master's of his servant's, for the tortfeasor's being where he was or in possession of the equipment that did the harm was caused by the conduct of his employer." Professor Leflar, in reviewing the Becht-Miller book, takes exception to their assertion that one who is vicariously liable for the acts of another is a cause of the actor's tortious conduct "since vicarious liability is itself based on reasons of policy which exist independently of any causal forces that may or may not operate between the parties."

Becht and Miller also stress the distinction between rules of factual causation and those of damage determination:

The distinction, then which we draw between the cause and the damages issues is this: If the question is whether the defendant could have prevented the other source from doing the harm, it is a question of causation. If the other source would have done the harm anyway, in spite of all that the defendant could have done to prevent it, the issue is not causation, but damages.

Where the issue is damages, they assert it may be appropriate to reduce recovery to further "the policy against overcompensation." But where the issue is causation, the plaintiff may be entitled to a joint and several judgment against multiple defendants. The authors criticize the Restatement of Torts for characterizing as multiple causes of an accident a municipality's negligent maintenance of a sidewalk and an accumulation of ice thereon. Viewing it instead as a damages issue, they contend that courts should reduce recovery by the amount of damage that the exercise of due care would not have prevented, i.e., the amount attributable to the ice accumulation.

The distinction Becht and Miller draw between the rules for deter-
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mining cause and damages is questionable. It turns on the ability of the defendant to prevent the other source of harm from occurring—a factor unrelated to "the policy against overcompensation"30 supposedly underlying the damages rule. Moreover, it is unrealistic to make the distinction turn on whether the other source of harm would have occurred "in spite of all the defendant could have done to prevent it,"31 for example, by stationing a person on the sidewalk at all times.32

These issues of causation and damages vex the courts, particularly since comparative negligence and comparative contribution have become widely used in settling disputes.33 Courts divide on whether to permit a joint and several judgment against multiple tortfeasors or limit recovery against each tortfeasor to the amount of damage caused by his negligence or conduct.34 Further, courts divide on whether to require apportionment where the defendant merely aggravates but does not originally cause the injury.35

When the determination of causation is truly speculative,36 Becht
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and Miller are in accord with Professor Malone;\textsuperscript{37} they would apply evaluative considerations to resolve the issue.\textsuperscript{38} If recovery is the desirable outcome, they would jump the causation hurdle by lightening the plaintiff’s burden of proof or by shifting it to the defendant.\textsuperscript{39}

Finally, will it make a difference in the outcome of a particular case whether one adopts Malone’s mixed factual-evaluative approach or Becht and Miller’s separation of the factual and evaluative elements? Conceivably, in a case of doubtful causation, a prior examination of the facts might lead to a different causation determination than one based on a factual review colored by evaluative considerations, and this different conclusion in turn might lead to a different outcome. But no examples are apparent. Nor is a different outcome likely when the evidence of factual causation or lack of causation is clearer, even if the two approaches yield different conclusions on causation. Thus, Becht and Miller conclude that speed is a factual cause of a party being at the point where an unavoidable accident occurs; many courts using what is apparently an evaluative approach to factual causation conclude that the speeding is not a cause.\textsuperscript{40} Nevertheless, the authors reach the same conclusion of no liability as the courts do “because the rules against speeding, whether by plaintiffs or defendants, are not designed to prevent a person or object from being in a certain position in time and space.”\textsuperscript{41} Conversely, they would impose liability where a driver who turns his automobile without signaling is struck by an inattentive
determination may often turn on slight differences of circumstances. For example, the authors discuss situations of alternative compliances, one of which would relieve the defendant of liability under the parallel series analysis while the other would not. They find it speculative whether the defendant should have warned (no liability since the warning would not have prevented the harm) or should have provided a safety guard (liability since the harm would have been prevented) for a piece of dangerous machinery into which the plaintiff accidentally falls. A. BECHT & F. MILLER, \textit{supra} note 1, at 80-81. When the issue, however, is whether the defendant would have braced his tree or removed it, where the latter would have avoided damage from a hurricane while the former would not, the authors would find for the defendant, apparently because of the greater likelihood that an owner would brace a tree rather than remove it. \textit{Id.} at 83-85. The differences in the quantum of inferences leading to different results in the two situations may be slight indeed.
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\textsuperscript{41} A. BECHT & F. MILLER, \textit{supra} note 1, at 68. A railroad company, however, might have a speed regulation “for, say, five minutes after passing a signal, for the purpose of allowing time for other trains to clear the road ahead.” \textit{Id.} at 72-73. Violation of such a regulation with resulting injury would then be legally and factually causal. \textit{Id.}
driver. The plaintiff, a passenger in the second driver's car, should be able to recover against both drivers for his injury although "the negligence of neither defendant" is a cause of the harm because it "seems inexcusable to us" to deny recovery to the passenger.42 The authors find no causation because even if either defendant had exercised due care, he would not have avoided the accident.43 Professor Green, using what is apparently an evaluative approach, would find factual causation and impose liability.44

Regardless of whether the authors would reach the same outcomes as those who use an admittedly evaluative approach to factual causation,45 their book stands as a monumental achievement of analysis and intelligence. As Professor Green says, "[t]he thorough detail of their arguments make for difficult but profitable reading."46 And Professor Leflar says that legal scholars are entitled to examine critically the law's purported logic and to seek improvement in it for the sake of both its purity and a better understanding of it. That is what Becht and Miller have done, and done remarkably well. Their study is careful, comprehensive, illuminating—and unique.47 The value of Becht and Miller's book is to spur us to reach right results for right reasons on matters of factual cause.
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